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johndoeX
"Pilots For 9/11
Truth Co-Founder"
Uomo
38 anni
FARMINGDALE, NEW
YORK
Stati Uniti

johndoeX fa parte del tuo network

johndoeX: Ultimo intervento [Iscriviti a questo blog]
Pilots For 9/11 Truth (Leggi il resto)

Ultimo accesso:
22/07/2008

[Visualizza tutti gli interventi]

Visualizza: Immagini | Video

johndoeX: parlo di me
Chi sono:

URL MySpace:
http://www.myspace.com/johndoexpt

Pandora's Black Box - Chapter Two - Released!

johndoeX: Interessi
Generale

Pandora's Black Box - Analysis of American 77 Flight Data Recorder now
Film

Final Maneuver of American 77

johndoeX: Dettagli
Stato:

Single

Corporatura:

184cm

Segno
zodiacale:

Toro

Occupazione:

Researcher, Pilot
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on DVD. Click picture -

Mi piacerebbe conoscere:

Spazio amici di johndoeX (Top 16)
johndoeX ha 96 amici.
Kiley

Tarya

Merc

Lyte

georgie babe

Rob Bishop

THE DECIDER

Pirate Mike

Jason Bermas

Erin

Luke
Rudkowski

Jack Blood

Alex Jones

Sureshot

Musicians for
Truth

Jeff
Dahlstrom
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Visualizza tutti gli amici di johndoeX.

johndoeX: Commenti di amici
Visualizzazione 31 di 33 commenti ( Visualizza tutto | Aggiungi commento )
Basra

28 mag 2008 23.35
Hello to you my friend! My comment is to bring,to
debate,issues I feel are very important,concerning the lisbon
treaty.Below are a three videos. The first is very short(3 min)
and is of an MEP who sees the "Totalitarian nature of this
treaty"

The second is a documentary called "The real face of the
European Unio" which is very important as it outlines, once
again by MEP's,"An unsettleing Agenda" from an EU that is
"Rotten to the Core"

..
The Third is from a group of Irishmen. "End of Nations". It is
an excellent documentary and it outlines the Lisbon treaty in
full.Once again interviews with MEP's. Just be prepared to be
a little shocked.
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..
I'd encourage you to repost this comment If you feel it is of
value. I will be posting a bulletin with the details and code of
this comment.Press reply to bulletin, copy and paste the
message, then repost as a comment.Thanks for taking the
time to read this! Baz.....
WINDSRISING

11 mag 2008 17.06

WINDSRISING

10 mag 2008 15.41
Have a fantastic day!!

WINDSRISING

10 mag 2008 03.45
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9 mag 2008 14.53

Have An Awesome
Day!!!
Juanita
Immagine
WINDSRISING

9 mag 2008 03.10

WINDSRISING

7 mag 2008 02.39

BEAUTY FOR YOUR DAY
Bible Studies on
the End Times
C.S.A./L.G.N.A.

20 mar 2008 03.10
Thanks for the add!
Lets spread the truth together!

iYou 12 mar 2008 18.54
WorldUnificationNe
twork.org
Immagine
(click4unity)

I VOTED for Ron
Paul!!! Its your
turn!!!

10 mar 2008 17.52
Thanks for speaking out!
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29 nov 2007 15.23

Hella Kudos On Your Efforts!

America...WAKE THE F*CK UP!

View My Blogs here
At Last, Alias

23 nov 2007 19.02
Did you see soldiers on 9/10/01
The day before 9/11, I was flying in from Hawaii to LAX
airport. My friend who traveled with me was continuing a
New York flight. We arrived late at night, and the airport
seemed empty of civilians.
HUNDREDS of US Soldiers, Navy, Army, Marines and National
Guard were standing in line to purchase airline tickets. They
were desperate, fearful that if they didn't meet their 24
deadline on call, they would go to jail. Our soldiers were
begging for money from us. My friend loaned one boy $100
to buy a ticket for his same flight.
My friend sat with the boy on the plane. He said he didn't
know what the mission was for, only that it was a national
security issue. Many of his friends were flying straight to the
east coast to be deployed in the middle east. He said we
were going to war. He said the other half of his friends were
requested north east US, with national evacuation procedures
on hand.
Please forward and repost if you are a 9/11 Truth member.
Thanks
myspace.com/amyedits

At Last, Alias

7 nov 2007 19.56

justinT

25 ott 2007 23.24
i still remember when you first began posting in the
loosechange forums about the altitude difference on FL77's
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FDR. it is amazing how far things have come since then,
thanks for all you've contributed to the movement. I feel
Pilots for 911truth helped paved the way for other truth
groups to emerge as they have.

911 Poet

26 ago 2007 03.11

What do you see here? If someone told you that this is
an apple, would you believe them? Take a close look
at the following short video of the collapse on
September 11 of World Trade Center 7.

What do you see here? If someone told you that this is
anything other than a controlled demolition, would you
believe them? Do you believe what you see, or what
you've been told?

Taylor

27 lug 2007 16.25
Tonight ,FRIDAY. July 27, on Revolution Radio : Mike
Swenson gives a

Address.
http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendID=111846467

State of The Nations

27 giu 2007
05.09
Thanks, johndoeX!
View my videos if
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TUNE IN TONIGHT @ 10pm edt!!!!!

you haven't already
seen them, and
This is an information and research website for intellectuals
pass them on. It's
who want to go beyond the mainstream for information.
important
Revolution Radio is an alternative media talk radio show,
information in the
hosted by Mike Swenson. Join Mike, weeknights 10pm-11pm right hands;)
EDT, for the hardest-hitting and most thought-provoking talk Kinda like this car,
radio on the Internet!
at one time....
Please help get the word out by telling your friends and
family about us. Feel free to post this site on your favorite
message board, blog, myspace page..bulletins, and any other
outlets you wish.

UPDATE:
Truthorlies.org will be changing their name to Real
Inside News.com. Same easy layout, same informative
news.
****SIGN THE DECLARATION OF REVOLUTION
HERE*****
Stay tuned in 12-2am for Mike Chambers show,
truthnetradio.com
**Congradulations Mike Chambers on your NEW show with
RBN (still heard on truthorlies.org**

At Last, Alias

georgie babe

23 giu 2007 13.07
LOL!U made my day!!!!! Take care xx

USA Forever

21 giu 2007 05.46

Immagine
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Immagine Immagine

Taylor

18 giu 2007 00.30
Thankyou for standing up to be heard. Thanks for all the
hard work you and your group do into getting the truth out,
will be remembered as some of the true heros.
"The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in
moments of comfort, but where he stands at a time of
challenge and controversy." ~Martin Luther King
Jr.~Strength to Love 1963
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17 apr 2007 09.58
MyHotComments.com : 8,000 Graphics and
MyHotComments

justinT

26 mar 2007 23.36
::from the casual obeserver:: the damn is breaking and the
guilty are getting nervous.

Merc

2 feb 2007 22.35
Just thank me later

Our World Is NOT
For Sale

25 dic 2006 09.05
Hello!
This is Freedom Protectors wishing you happy holidays! We
hope its a good one without any fear. Thank you for being a
supporter in finding the truth.

Sincerely,
The Freedom Protectors Staff
FreedomProtectors.org
FreedomProtectors.org
Randi Rhodes 4
Obama-Biden 'O8

16 dic 2006 05.02
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911 Poet

14 dic 2006 04.58

911 Poet

13 dic 2006 01.46
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Thanks for the add!
iMouse

2 dic 2006 20.51
Welcome to my friend's pool, my fellow waterskier!!!! Cu
around 4 now..

Sureshot

2 dic 2006 16.20
Hey JDX how are you doing. I havedn't stopped by at Pilots
forum for a while now. I'll try to stop by and see how all my
old 911 buddies are doing.
Cheers,
Ethan

THE DECIDER

3 ott 2006 16.05
my default picture says it all...

Pirate Mike

23 set 2006 21.44
Keep on Rocking the Truth!!
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